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Seven years ago, Warren and Max Tongate started Tongate Showpigs with the idea that it would be cheaper to raise 
the quality they sought after; now although that logic may not pencil out, the memories made and lessons learned 
was worth more than any cost. “There were a lot of goals in mind, probably like everyone else who raised pigs, at 
the top of our list was winning a major with one we raised.” That very moment was fulfilled after a long two days 

at the Gandy Ink Arena in San Angelo, when Mark Hoge shook the hand of the 2020 San Angelo Stock Show & Rodeo 
Grand Champion Barrow exhibitor Max Tongate of the Bangs FFA, this barrow was raised by Tongate Showpigs of 
Bangs, Texas. “Accomplishing our goal was the best feeling ever!”  
 Max Tongate is the son of Warren and Saundra Tongate and the brother of Masey Tongate. As a family, they 
currently have 20 sows consisting of Durocs and Crossbreds. This year the Tongate family had an incredible run at the 
major stock shows with some of their very own. Along with the Grand Barrow at Angelo, Max exhibited the Champion 
Duroc at Texas’ Elite Showcase, Champion Duroc Gilt at San Antonio and the Division I Champion Crossbred Barrow at 
San Antonio. Max says these are his most proud accomplishments in the show ring, and it makes it even sweeter that he 
got to raise them himself. While there may be challenges within the livestock industry, there is always something to learn, 
“I really enjoy trying to pick out the best pair ups for each sow then trying to project what the prospect is going to look 
like when picking out weanlings.  My dad usually lets me pick the boars on females I really like, especially gilts I picked 
out. We usually split it where I pick some and he picks some.” At the farm, Max and his dad work through things as a 
team on most of the decisions that are made, but it’s not always easy they are known to disagree from time to time. “My 
dad and I like pigs a little different than each other so we butt heads a lot when it comes to feeding time. I end up making 
a lot of the feeding decisions because he wants me to learn from experience, but he steps in pretty often to make sure I’m 
not going to mess anything up.”
 Although he loves raising and showing pigs, Max says that, “It’s taught me a lot of work ethic, especially taking 
things in strides and it’s definitely taught me how to keep a level head when things don’t go right.” As anyone involved 
in agriculture will tell you things don’t always go as planned; this was certainly tested this year, “My favorite hog will 
always be my boar I showed at the Lone Star Classic. He’s the most unique pig I’ve ever gotten to drive and he had an 
amazing attitude to go along with it. While I may not have gotten to show him at Houston, he got to go do bigger things 
at stud for Shannon Barbee.” He realizes that this is not just 
about showing but is a business too and was able to keep 
this boar intact and sale him to a boar stud. It may have 
been a hard year for everyone involved in this industry, with 
the Corona Virus outbreak and having Houston and Austin 
cancelled. This was certainly not how Max anticipated 
finishing up his senior year in the show ring, but he definitely 
sees the brighter things in all situations, “It’s been one of the 
craziest years ever for me, but like my mom and dad always 
told me ‘keep a good attitude and always be grateful.’” 
 Raising, showing and even judging livestock isn’t 
the only thing he is heavily involved in. Outside of ag, he 
also serves as the National Honor Society Vice President, 
is involved in church activities at First Baptist Church of 
Bangs, especially VBS or can be found at the lake with his 
friends. This past summer Max was also one of 18 students 
selected to participate in the Texas Pork Leadership Camp. 

“Setting goals is the 
first step in turning the 
invisibleinvisible into the visiblevisible”

- Anthony Robbins



While on camp Max was very engaged in all activities and was always eager to learn more. Max was definitely a little shy 
at first, but by the end of the week he came out of his shell, “Going into the pork leadership camp I was pretty skeptical. I 
thought I wasn’t going to have fun because I didn’t know anyone, but I couldn’t have been more wrong. The people you 
meet there turn out to be some really cool friends and while you’re at camp you don’t even think about how long you’ve 
known them after the first day. It was a great experience that helped me understand the other side of pork production and 
taught me a lot.” The camper’s experience all different aspects of the pork production industry, plus parts of the show 
pig world throughout the week. Being a real student of the game, Max is always looking for ways to learn new concepts 
to take back to his own farm; so naturally he was excited for the opportunity to visit with Jay and Will Winter. “I really 
enjoyed touring Wintex Farms and getting to ask questions about the way they run their operation.” When asked if he 

could name one take-away from camp he explained, “The pork 
leadership camp really showed me that it’s worth it to open up 
to new situations and go with it, but the best part was all the 
friends and memories you make.”
 As far as the future goes, Max plans to attend South 
Plains College then to Texas Tech University to continue his 
livestock judging career while also continuing to raise quality 
show pigs with his dad for the youth to exhibit, with hopes of 
one day working in the animal nutrition field. His main goal 
in life is to have a successful career and raise a family in this 
industry that has taught him so much. TPPA wishes Max the 
best of luck in his future endeavors, and we can’t wait to see 
what all he accomplishes!

Get to know MaxMax...
► I always make sure I…
Pack food for the day.
► I can’t live without…
food.
► My favorite song is…
Nose on the Grindstone.
► If I could meet one person it 
would be…
Jesus.
► If I could do anything, I 
would be a…
owner of a hugely successful show 
pig and boar stud operation.

► I would never go to a show 
without…
our snack box.
► I’ve always looked up to…
My parents.
► I hate it when…
people are negative.
► The barn radio is always 
playing…
literally anything.
► FYI...
“My mom is the best cook EVER”


